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Modeling the Ultra-Wideband Outdoor Channel:
Measurements and Parameter Extraction Method

Telmo Santos, Student Member, IEEE, Johan Karedal, Member, IEEE, Peter Almers,

Fredrik Tufvesson, Senior Member, IEEE, and Andreas F. Molisch, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents results from an outdoor mea-
surement campaign for ultra-wideband channels at gas stations.
The results are particularly relevant for “infostations” where
large amounts of data are downloaded to a user within a short
period of time.

We describe the measurement setup and present a novel
high-resolution algorithm that allows the identification of the
scatterers that give rise to multipath components. As input, the
algorithm uses measurements of the transfer function between
a single-antenna transmitter and a long uniform linear virtual
array as receiver. The size of the array ensures that the incoming
waves are spherical, which improves the estimation accuracy of
scatterer locations. Insight is given on how these components
can be tracked in the impulse response of a spatially varying
terminal.

We then group the detected scatterers into clusters, and
investigate the angular power variations of waves arriving at the
receiver from the clusters. This defines the cluster’s “radiation
pattern.”

Using sample measurements we show how obstacles obstruct
the line-of-sight component – a phenomenon commonly referred
to as “shadowing.” We compare the measurement data in
the shadowing regions (locations of the receiver experiencing
shadowing) with the theoretical results predicted by diffraction
theory and find a good match between the two.

Index Terms—Channel parameter estimation, measurement
campaign, outdoor, ultra-wideband.

I. INTRODUCTION

O
VER the past years, ultra-wideband (UWB) wireless

systems have drawn considerable interest in the re-

search community. The ultra-wide bandwidth provides high

ranging accuracy, protection against multipath fading, low

power spectral density and wall penetration capability [2], [3].

The applications for this innovative technology are numerous,

ranging from radar systems for target identification and imag-

ing, accurate localization and tracking as a complement to
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GPS [4], communications in harsh environments [5], [6] to

high-data-rate connectivity [7], [8].

An intriguing application for outdoor high-data-rate con-

nectivity are infostations [9], i.e., short-range transmitters that

can operate at extremely high data rates, and thus allow a

receiver to download a large amount of data within a very short

period of time. A typical infostation can be placed, e.g., at a

gas station, allowing wireless downloading of high-definition

movies to a car within the time it takes to fill up a gas tank of

a vehicle, i.e., within a few minutes. Alternative applications

include road and traffic information for driving safety, and

wireless payment. These, and related methods for enabling

in-car entertainment, have drawn great interest from the car

industry in recent years [10].

The first vital step in the design of any wireless system lies

in the measurement and modeling of the relevant propagation

channels. These determine the theoretical performance limits,

as well as the practical performance of actual systems operat-

ing in the considered environment. To the best of our knowl-

edge, there have been very few UWB outdoor measurement

campaigns presented in the literature. References [11], [12]

measured the propagation channel in rural scenarios, [13] mea-

sured in “forest,” “hilly” and “sub-urban” scenarios, [12], [14]

measured the propagation from an office-type environment to

an outdoor device; these studies also extract purely stochastic

channel models. Ray tracing (not measurements) were used to

investigate channel characteristics of farm environments [15].

The results from [14], [15] also form the basis for models

CM5, CM 6, and CM 9 of the IEEE 802.15.4a UWB channel

model [16]. The campaign most similar to ours is the one of

[17], which analyzed the channel between transceivers on a

parking lot. It was found in that campaign that a geometrical

model that takes the direct and ground-reflected component

into account and additionally considers diffuse multipath gave

a good agreement with the measured impulse responses.

However, there is no measurement campaign dedicated to

the infostation scenario, i.e., an outdoor environment close

to a gas-station, drive-by restaurant, or similar scenario. The

current paper aims to fill that gap, presenting the results of

an extensive measurement campaign at two gas stations near

Lund, Sweden.

Besides the presentation of sample measurement results

from this campaign, the main contributions of this paper are:

∙ we introduce a new high-resolution algorithm for locating

scatterers (interacting objects) based on the use of a large

virtual antenna array combined with measurements in the

1536-1276/10$25.00 c⃝ 2010 IEEE
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frequency domain;

∙ we identify clusters of scatterers, and show that they

exhibit directional properties; in other words, the power1

of the multipath components (MPCs) associated with a

cluster depends significantly on the direction of observa-

tion;

∙ at some locations in our scenario, the line-of-sight (LOS)

between transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) is shadowed

off by an obstacle. We introduce the concept of a “shad-

owing region,” and show that the qualitative behavior of

the received signal can be explained by the simple picture

of “diffraction around a plate.”

Based on the measurement results presented here, the com-

panion paper [18] derives a statistical model for infostation

channels.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion II the measurement campaign and scenarios are described.

Then, Section III explains the post-processing applied to the

measured data, in particular the high-resolution extraction of

scatterers for each element of the virtual antenna array along

with tracking, and the clustering of the detected scatterers.

Subsequently, Section IV, gives insight into some character-

istics of the UWB channel, in particular the nonstationary

effects of cluster radiation patterns and shadowing of the LOS.

Finally, Section V wraps up the paper.

II. MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN DESCRIPTION

A. Measurement Equipment and Setup

Our measurements were done with a HP8720C vector

network analyzer (VNA), which measures the S21 parameter

of the device under test, namely the propagation channel. The

VNA is configured to measure at 𝑁𝑓 = 1601 regularly spaced

frequency points in the range from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz. The

intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth was set to 1000 Hz.

A UWB low noise amplifier (LNA) with a gain of 28 dB and

noise figure of 3.5 dB, connected between the RX antenna and

the receive port of the VNA, was used to boost the received

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which was always above 25 dB.

A “thru” calibration was performed to eliminate the effect of

signal distortions by the cables and amplifier.

Measurements were performed using the virtual array prin-

ciple, where channel samples at different “array elements” are

obtained by mechanically moving a (single) antenna element

to different positions. In our setup, the antenna emulating the

mobile station (MS) antenna, was moved to various positions

along an eight-meter-long plastic rail using a stepper motor.

The measurement equipment was controlled by a fully con-

figurable LabVIEW script running on a notebook computer.

Both the VNA and the motor controller had general purpose

interface bus (GPIB) connections to the notebook. The other

antenna emulated a typical base-station (BS) or access-point

(AP) in an infostation scenario, and was placed at a fixed

location on top of an aluminum pole. A diagram of the

measurement setup is given in Fig. 1. During measurement, the

1The term power, is used throughout this paper referring to the di-
mensionless quantity of the received to transmitted power ratio defined as
𝑃𝑜/𝑃𝑖 = ∣𝑉𝑜/𝑉𝑖∣

2. The ratio of received to transmitted complex voltages,
𝑉𝑜/𝑉𝑖, is the quantity measured by the vector network analyzer.

RF Cable Port 1 Port 2

GPIB1

GPIB2

Channel

LabView
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28dB

21
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array
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Motor

controller

motor
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Network

Analyzer

Fig. 1: UWB measurement equipment and measurement campaign setup.
At every position, the notebook triggers the VNA measurement, stores the
S21 parameter and moves the transmitter antenna.

channel was static, (i.e., the only movement of any kind was

the movement of the MS to different array element locations),

which is a necessary condition for a virtual-array interpretation

[19].

In our campaign we measured the transfer function of the

“radio propagation channel” between the antenna connectors

at transmitter and receiver; the radio channel is thus defined

to include both the TX and RX antennas and the actual

propagation channel. Since the complete radiation pattern of

the antennas was not available over the bandwidth of interest,

no attempts were made to compensate the impact of the

frequency-dependent antenna pattern on the measured data.

Both TX and RX antennas were stamped metal antennas

from SkyCross, model SMT-3TO10M-A. They were chosen

for their small size, linear phase across frequency. Preliminary

measurements furthermore showed that the antenna pattern

was almost omnidirectional in the azimuthal plane (with

variations on the order of ±3 dB of the time domain pulse

envelope and ±5 dB for individual frequencies), which is the

dominating propagation plane in our measurement scenario. In

a real infostation scenario, the mobile user antenna is expected

to be on top of or inside a vehicle, leading to additional

scattering, thus distorting the antenna patterns. We consciously

did not include any vehicle in our campaign, for three reasons:

∙ by measuring with a car, the final channel model becomes

specific to that type of car, and even to the particular

antenna placement, used in the campaign;

∙ the high-resolution algorithm, and the extracted scatterer

locations, require the assumption of single-scattering

only; this assumption might be violated if there is signifi-

cant scattering by the car on which the antenna is placed;

∙ the model derived from our measurements without the car

can be combined with arbitrary car/antenna combinations

through the concept of “composite channels” [20]. In

this way, the final model is suitable for situations when

the influence of the vehicle is well known (e.g., with a

measurement setup similar to the one used in [21]) and

can be introduced into the model, becoming suitable for

any kind of vehicle.

Authorized licensed use limited to: IEEE Xplore. Downloaded on January 21, 2010 at 08:23 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 2: Photo of one of the measurement sites. OKQ8 gas station in Södra
Sandby, Sweden.

B. Measurement Scenarios

The measured sites were two gas stations in Sweden, Hydro

in Staffanstorp and OKQ8 in Södra Sandby. A photo of

the latter is given in Fig. 2. The structure of those stations

is fairly similar, with a small “main building” containing

a convenience store, a number of gas pumps, and a roof

supported by structural columns. Comparison of the results

from the two stations shows that the channel characteristics

are indeed similar. This supports the conjecture that a model

derived from those measurement has an applicability that goes

beyond the specific measured stations.

At each location, we considered two BS positions and four

straight lines (virtual arrays) of MS positions. Fig. 3 shows a

representation of the measured positions. The BS was placed

at a height of 2.6 m and the MS at 1.6 m. The first BS location

was above the entrance to the gas station’s convenience store,

whereas the second location was on one of the structural

pillars located on the side of one of the gas pumps. The MS

positions were chosen to be where a vehicle is expected to

stop or pass, namely on the sides of the gas pumps. Each

MS virtual array was composed of 𝑁MS = 170 sampled

positions, with spacing of 48 mm (approximately half of

the largest measured wavelength, ≈ 𝜆max/2), corresponding

to a total covered distance of 8.11 m. The total number of

measured impulse responses is 2 × 2 × 4 × 170 = 2720.
Fig. 3 also identifies the most significant scattering objects in

the environment. Those objects were mostly made of metal,

with the exception of the “main building” walls (which were

composed of concrete and glass).

III. POST-PROCESSING OF MEASUREMENT DATA

In this section we describe the post-processing applied

to the measurement data. Based on the measured channel

transfer functions, we try to identify the location of scatterers

in the geometrical space. These extracted locations are then

subsumed into clusters. The inter-cluster and intra-cluster

properties provide useful insights into the physical propagation

mechanisms (which are the emphasis of this paper) and also

form the basis of the geometry-based stochastic channel model

described in [18].

publicity sign trash bin pillar pump

MS

positions

positions

BS

main building

Fig. 3: Representation of the typical layout of the measured scenarios. The
four dotted lines of MS positions and the two BS positions are indicated.

A. Scatterer Detection Method - Principles and Fundamental

Assumptions

Our high-resolution scatterer detection method is similar in

spirit to the CLEAN algorithm that was introduced for UWB

channel sounding in [22], though it differs in some important

details. Additional explanations and examples are given in [1].

It is important to note that the method relies on the

previously described measurement principle, i.e. using a setup

with one antenna on one of the link sides, and a virtual

array of antennas on the other link side. In contrast to most

existing high-resolution algorithms, which rely on the plane

wave assumption, we assume (and require) the array to cover

an area large enough so that the wave fronts arriving to the

array are spherical (i.e., plane wave assumption is not valid).

Then, merging the information from all the array positions

improves the detection performance. This is the key innovation

of our algorithm.

Longer virtual arrays are also essential to evaluate how

the MPCs evolve with changing MS positions, both in the

small- and large-scale sense. Fig. 4 shows an example of

all the 170 measured impulse responses from one rail. In

all impulse responses, the earliest component is the strongest

one, which agrees with the interpretation as the LOS. Several

“lines”, or specular components, can be identified from the

figure indicating the presence of physical scatterers. It is also

notable that some specular components cannot be observed at

all MS locations, whereas others can be observed over the

whole measured range of locations. The method described

below, identifies these specular MPCs in the delay domain and

reveals the scatterer locations in space where they originated

from.

The basic principle of our algorithm for finding the specular

components in the delay domain is the following: for each

impulse response, we detect the strongest peak of the impulse

response (using a high-resolution search) and subtract the

contribution coming from the corresponding MPC from the

impulse response, and then repeat the process until all signif-

icant MPCs have been detected. This can be understood as a

search and subtract approach, which principle also underlies

other popular UWB channel parameter estimation methods

Authorized licensed use limited to: IEEE Xplore. Downloaded on January 21, 2010 at 08:23 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 4: Measured impulse responses along the horizontal direction covering
8.11 m.

[22], [23]. While this approach can lead to the appearance

of ghost components (when the subtracted pulse shapes differ

from the actually received ones), it can approximate the

performance of maximum-likelihood detection, while being

much less computationally burdensome.

It must be emphasized that our algorithm for the extraction

of the scatterer location relies on several key assumptions:

∙ we assume that only single-scattering processes are rel-

evant. This is a reasonable assumption given the largely

open structure of the gas station. Note that the concept

of “equivalent scatterer location” of [24] is not directly

applicable in our model, because it is only defined for

relatively small sizes of the virtual array.

∙ propagation occurs only in the horizontal plane. Due to

our measurement setup (linear virtual array), identifica-

tion of the elevation angle of the radiation, and thus

height-coordinate of the scatterers, is not possible. Given

the geometry of the setup, it is reasonable to assume that

scattering could occur from the ground, as well as from

the roof above the gas pumps. Since the echoes from

the ground and roof do not propagate in the horizontal

plane, the position the of scatterers extracted with the

horizontal-only assumption will be off. Nevertheless, the

arriving delays of these components are similar to the

delays of MPCs that are reflected at the wall behind the

BS antenna, and are therefore detected as part of the same

cluster (see below).

∙ we assume that the temporal distortions by the scattering

process can be neglected. It is well known [19] that in

its most general case, the UWB impulse response can be

modeled as

𝑥(𝜏) =

𝑁
∑

𝑘=1

𝛼𝑘𝜒𝑘(𝜏) ∗ 𝛿(𝜏 − 𝜏𝑘), (1)

where 𝜒𝑘(𝜏) denotes the distortion of the 𝑘𝑡ℎ arriving

component due to the frequency selectivity of the inter-

actions with the environment, 𝛼𝑘 its amplitude and 𝜏𝑘
the corresponding delay. 𝑁 is the number of scatterers,

and ∗ denotes the convolution operation. Nevertheless,

since the distortion functions are in general not known,

this model can not be applied to scatterer detection. By

using the simplified model

𝑥(𝜏) =

𝐿
∑

𝑘=1

𝛼𝑘𝛿(𝜏 − 𝜏𝑘), (2)

where 𝐿 > 𝑁 , a distorted pulse looks like a sequence of

closely-spaced pulses with amplitudes determined by the

power carried by the MPC as well as the pulse distortion.

Thus, the simplified model might ultimately identify

more scatterers than physically exist, thus generating

so-called ghost components but their locations will be

closely spaced around the locations of the true scatterers.

Despite the restrictions and caveats mentioned above, our

scatterer location algorithm works well - this is confirmed by

the fact that the extracted locations correspond well to the

location of physical objects (gas pumps, columns, etc.) in our

environments.

B. Scatterer Detection Method – Mathematical Formulation

A simplified flowchart of the method steps is given in Fig. 5.

The method proceeds in an inner and an outer loop.

Step I: The inner loop runs for each array position, detecting

iteratively with high-resolution the peaks in the impulse re-

sponse with the highest amplitude. The loop stops when all

peaks with an amplitude above a user-defined threshold are

found.

Step II: Identification of the scatterer locations corresponding

to the peaks detected in Step I. This is done by a spatial grid

search where every grid point is a candidate scatterer (CS).

Each CS is then associated with the peaks (of all impulse

responses), from which we also deduce the visibility region

and overall weight of the CS.

Step III: The CS with the strongest weight is chosen, and

its contribution is subtracted from the original measured data.

This defines the outer loop, which restarts from Step I with

the updated data. The process continues until no more CSs are

to be analyzed. The mathematical formulation of the above

follows.

The measurement data is available in the frequency domain.

The (complex) transfer function at the𝑁𝑓 frequency points are

written into a vector h𝑖 ∈ ℂ𝑁𝐹×1,

h𝑖 =
[

ℎ0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℎ𝑁𝐹−1

]𝑇
. (3)

where (⋅)𝑇 is the transpose operator and 𝑖 is indexing the

different array positions. Since our channel model (2) is

defined in the time domain, we can obtain a continuous

channel impulse response 𝑥(𝜏) as

𝑥(𝜏) = p𝑇 (𝜏)h𝑖, (4)

where p(𝜏) ∈ ℂ𝑁𝐹×1 is the vector of the IDFT (inverse

discrete Fourier transform) coefficients, i.e.,

p(𝜏) =
[

𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑓0𝜏 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑒𝑗2𝜋(𝑓0+(𝑁𝐹−1)Δ𝑓)𝜏
]𝑇
,

where 𝑓0 is the lowest measured frequency, and Δ𝑓 is the

frequency step.
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Fig. 5: Simplified flowchart of the scatterer detection method.

The peak search step can be formulated as the maximization

of the impulse response envelope over the delay variable 𝜏 .
Since 𝜏 is a continuous variable which can take any real value,

our resolution can be arbitrarily high. The estimated delay of

the 𝑖:th array position and 𝑙:th strongest peak then becomes

𝜏𝑖,𝑙 = argmax
𝜏

∣

∣p𝑇 (𝜏)h𝑖,𝑙

∣

∣ , (5)

and the corresponding complex amplitude is obtained as

�̂�𝑖,𝑙 =
p𝑇 (𝜏𝑖,𝑙)h𝑖,𝑙

p𝑇p
. (6)

The vector h𝑖,𝑙 is defined as the impulse response remaining

after the contribution of the 𝑙− 1 th peak has been subtracted,

i.e.,

h𝑖,𝑙 =

{

h𝑖, 𝑙 = 1
h𝑖,𝑙−1 − �̂�𝑖,𝑙−1p

∗(𝜏𝑖,𝑙−1), 𝑙 > 1
(7)

where (⋅)∗ denotes complex conjugation. Note that the sub-

traction is performed not in the transform domain (i.e., delay

domain), but over the same domain that the data were mea-

sured, i.e., the frequency domain. The process continues until

the estimated peak amplitude ∣�̂�𝑖,𝑙∣ falls below a predefined

threshold 𝜇.2 For our data, we chose to set this threshold

corresponding to a signal power of −99 dB which was 20 dB

above the estimated noise floor at −119 dB. At a distance

of 11.17 m between the antennas, this threshold was still

25 dB below the LOS power, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The

peak detection process is repeated for all the array positions.

The next step consists of finding the point scatterers in

the two-dimensional geometrical space that match with the

detected peaks in the impulse response. To find those scat-

terers we scan for their presence over all the array positions

simultaneously. This is accomplished by a grid search where

every geographical point is a candidate scatterer (CS). The

2An illustrative example of the peak search step, and corresponding detected
peaks, can be found in [1] Fig. 2.
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Fig. 6: Selected peak amplitudes and corresponding visibility region for an
example scatterer. The array positions without a selected peak, are considered
to have zero amplitude on the ASW calculation.

step of the grid search was 10 mm, which is four times smaller

than the spacing of the virtual array positions. In order to find

the strongest CS, we determine their respective weights as

described subsequently.

For each CS, we calculate the theoretical propagation delay

for all the MS positions, assuming a single bounce on the CS

and wave propagation at the speed of light. Then, a peak of

the impulse response is associated with a CS if its propagation

delay agrees with the CS’s theoretical delay within the delay

resolution of our system (the inverse of the bandwidth). From

this rule, a given CS can have at most 𝑁MS peaks associated

to it, one for each array position.

Since our measurements covered large distances, certain

scatterers might not be “visible” over the whole array, i.e.,

do not have peaks of the impulse response associated with

them for all positions of the MS along the rail. We therefore

define the visibility region of a scatterer. To this end, we use

an average sliding window (ASW) over the associated peak

amplitudes, which for the 𝑘𝑡ℎ CS is

w𝑘 [𝑖] =
1

𝑁𝑊

𝑁𝑊 /2−1
∑

𝑛=−𝑁𝑊 /2

𝛼𝑛+𝑖,𝑘.

Here, 𝑁𝑊 is the window size and 𝛼 are the peak amplitudes.

The window slides over the consecutive array positions as

𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑁𝑖. We used a window size corresponding to an

area of one meter, the size of the expected region of station-

arity.3 The locations where the ASW crosses the threshold 𝜇
define the birth and death of the CS, and the visibility region

is defined as the region between birth and death location.

Finally, the weight of a CS is defined as the integrated power

of the impulse response peaks associated with a CS that lie

within its visibility region. An illustrative example of the

visibility region of a scatterer, and corresponding birth and

death positions, can be seen in Fig. 6.

3The justification for the choice of one meter stems from the fact that all
significant scatterers are visible for at least one meter along the array (cf. Fig.
4).
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After weighting, it is possible to select the strongest CS and

save its information in a data base. Using again the succes-

sive cancellation principle, the measured frequency responses

are updated by subtracting the contributions to the impulse

responses by this scatterer before the detection of the next.

The update is defined as

h𝑖 = h𝑖 − �̂�𝑖,𝑙peak
p∗

(

𝜏𝑖,𝑙peak

)

(8)

for all the array positions whose impulse responses have a

peak associated with the scatterer, where 𝛼𝑖,𝑙peak
and 𝜏𝑖,𝑙peak

are the estimated delay and complex amplitude corresponding

to the MPC of the selected scatterer at the array position 𝑖.
At this point, the process is repeated starting from the high

resolution peak search.

The output of the method above also provides us with the

information on how the contribution from a given scatterer

evolves along the array (for different MS positions). This

means that we can track the MPCs associated with the

scatterers. An example of tracking is shown in Figs. 7(a) and

7(b). In Fig. 7(a), eight detected scatterers are identified with a

marker and labeled with a letter, {𝑎, . . . , ℎ}. To ease the visual

interpretation, MPCs with similar delays are also given similar

markers. MPCs 𝑎 and 𝑏, are the LOS and back wall reflection,

respectively, and the remaining MPCs originate from different

metal objects. Fig. 7(b) shows the MPC delays corresponding

of the same scatterers after moving the antenna 1.34 m away

from the initial location.

By comparing both figures, it can be seen how some scat-

terers maintain their relative delays while the delays between

some other components changes. The four MPCs with circle

markers, for example, initially have similar delays, and it

might be conjectured that their corresponding scatterers are

in similar spatial locations. However, with the movement of

the antenna, they evolve separately in two sub-groups, {𝑒, 𝑔}
and {𝑓, ℎ}, revealing that those two groups of scatterers do

not originate from the same physical location. By matching

the detected scatterers with the real environment, it was found

that {𝑒, 𝑔} belonged to a publicity sign and {𝑓, ℎ} to a gas

pump which were actually separated by 13 m.

C. Clustering the Detected Scatterers Using a Modified K-

means Approach

It is well established in the literature that scatterer locations

tend to be clustered. (see, e.g., [25]–[27]). Here we define

a cluster as a group of scatterers located a similar points

in space. Clustering can give additional physical insights

into the propagation mechanisms, and is also useful in the

establishment of simple yet accurate channel models. Both

visual inspection [26] and automated clustering [27] have been

proposed in the literature; we use the latter approach in this

paper.

The K-means clustering algorithm [28] groups the scatterers

by minimizing the Euclidean distance from the scatterers to

the cluster centroids, over all clusters. The distance metric

used here was modified to minimize the power-weighted
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Fig. 7: Scatterer tracking example from the UWB impulse response where
the labeled components were found using the method described in Section
III-B: (a) at position (𝑥 = −1.57, 𝑦 = 11.06) and (b) at position (𝑥 =
−0.23, 𝑦 = 11.06).

geometrical distances.4 In other words, we scale the geometric

distance to the centroid by the scatterer power, such that the

distance metric from a scatterer at position (𝑥𝑠, 𝑦𝑠) with power

𝑃𝑠 to a centroid at (𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐) is given by

𝑑metric = 𝑃𝑠

√

(𝑥𝑠 − 𝑥𝑐)2 + (𝑦𝑠 − 𝑦𝑐)2. (9)

With this approach, the position of the centroids will be more

dependent of the position of a stronger scatterer than of a

weaker one. The definition is similar to the “center of gravity”,

and follows from the intuitive idea that for a specific cluster

positions, it is more likely to find stronger components around

its center, and also solves the problem of weaker, far-away

scatterers pulling the centroid excessively away from the true

4Since our data is defined in three dimensions (x-coord, y-coord, power),
a straightforward application is to perform the clustering equally over all
the dimensions. This is not reasonable, since it results in the grouping of
scatterers also by their level of power, which doesn’t agree with the observed
measurements.
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Fig. 8: Estimated radiation pattern of three clusters of scatterers. The cluster
at the base station is not shown.

center. This definition was first proposed in [27] and referred

to as the KPowerMeans algorithm.

The K-means algorithm is iterative, and thus requires an

initial estimate of the cluster position. Since from our measure-

ment campaigns, we had a good knowledge of the environment

surrounding the antennas, we made use of it to select the

initial parameters. The positions in space matching physical

objects and scatterers were set as initial cluster positions. This

was found to be preferable to blind methods, since it reduces

clustering errors.5

An example of the output of the clustering algorithm is

illustrated in Fig. 8, where different clusters were given

different markers and colors.

IV. CLUSTER DIRECTIONAL PROPERTIES AND

SHADOWING

A. Cluster Directional Properties

The power of the MPC associated with a specific scatterer,

as well as the sum of the powers of the MPCs associated with

a cluster, varied over the different MS positions. To better

interpret these variations, we investigate in this subsection

whether the power variations of a given MPC are correlated

with the power variations of the other MPCs associated with

the same cluster of scatterers. Furthermore, we show that these

variations can be compactly described in the angular domain.

As examples, we choose three sets of clustered scatterers

depicted in Fig. 8. Since the propagation paths between a

given scatterer and different MS positions have different path

loss due to the different runlengths the signal has to cover,

we compensate these losses using a 𝑑−𝑛 distance power law.

The pathloss coefficient 𝑛 = 1.38 was obtained from a least-

squares fit using all available data, see [18] subsection II-D.

The resulting normalized receive power as a function of the

angle under which the MS “sees” the scatterer is henceforth

called the “radiation pattern” of the scatterer. The covered

5A clustering error occurs when a calculated centroid ends up where no
physical object exists – a situation often related to the algorithm converging
to a local minimum.
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Fig. 9: Estimated radiation pattern of three channel clusters in the angular
domain.

angular range in the azimuth plane is limited, but is similar

for the scatterers belonging to the same cluster. Given that our

interest is on the directional properties of the scatterers, and

not on their relative level of power, each radiation pattern is

normalized such that the maximum has unit amplitude.

Subsequently, the radiation pattern of the scatterers within

a cluster were averaged to form the cluster radiation pattern.

The resulting patterns are also shown in Fig. 8, centered on the

corresponding clusters. From the figure, one can observe that

each cluster radiates in a preferred direction with a beam-like

shape. Fig. 9 shows the same radiation patterns, but plotted

directly in the angular domain. It can be seen that the radiation

patterns are approximately symmetrical with respect to the

angle of maximum radiation.

The results presented here are from a single virtual array,

but these directional characteristics of the group of scatterers

were found throughout all our measurements. The patterns

vary in width and shape from cluster to cluster, but a preferred

direction of radiation is always identifiable. It is important to

stress here that these amplitude variations are not originated by

shadowing from obstructing objects but by the characteristics

of the physical objects themselves.

B. Shadowing Behind Objects

In some of our measurements, there were MS positions for

which no LOS existed between TX and RX. This occurred

when the MS antenna was in the shadow region of a physical

object, such as a gas pump or a column. In this section, we

investigate the behavior of the received signal while the MS

was being moved through such shadow regions.

When the MS is entering a shadow region of a given object,

the signal strength starts to decay from its LOS value. The

inverse process takes place when the MS is leaving the shadow

region. Furthermore, on several occasions, a well defined

amplitude peak is observed when the MS is exactly behind

the shadowing object, in the center of the shadow region.

This peak can be explained qualitatively by diffraction theory.

Since there are two main diffraction components, one from
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each side of the shadowing object, these two components can

add constructively behind the object, to create a peak.

For the description of the diffraction field in UWB commu-

nications, several useful results are available in the literature:

e.g., the recent work by Zhou and Qiu [29], provides closed-

form expressions for the impulse responses of several canoni-

cal channels. Other fundamental work in this topic pertaining

to the time domain is [30]–[32]. Here, we use the well known

frequency domain6 expressions of the uniform geometrical

theory of diffraction (UTD/GTD) [33], i.e.,

𝐸𝑑(𝑠) = 𝐸𝑖𝐷(𝑠, 𝑠′)𝐴𝑑(𝑠)𝑒
−𝑗𝑘𝑠, (10)

in which 𝑠 is the distance between the diffraction edge and

the observation point, 𝐸𝑖 is the incident field on the edge,

𝐷(𝑠, 𝑠′) is the dyadic diffraction coefficient, 𝐴𝑑(𝑠) describes

how the amplitude of the field varies along the diffracted ray

and 𝑘 is the wave number.7

Fig. 10 compares the first received component from the

MS behind a steel pillar, extracted from the measurements,

with the predicted electrical field behind a perfectly electric

conductor (PEC) plate in the same location. The PEC plate

was chosen for the comparison because it is the geometry

that among all canonical geometries is the closest to the steel

pillar, it leads to straight wedge diffraction. For the simulation,

the diffracted field was assumed to be constituted by two

components, one for each side of the plate; both calculated

from (10). Since the cross section of the pillar was 0.3× 0.3
m, the simulated object (also 0.3 m wide) was at least three

times larger than any of the considered wavelengths, which

supports the validity of (10).

The measured signal was normalized to the strength of

the hypothetical LOS signal (i.e., in the absence of shadow-

ing objects). Since there was no perfect knowledge of the

transmitted pulse shape, a frequency flat pulse was used in

the simulation. The figure shows a qualitative match, but

no perfect quantitative agreement. This is to be expected,

because the shape and electromagnetic properties of the actual

pillar did not agree with the “two-wedge” model used in the

theoretical computations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have described the results from one of

the few existing UWB outdoor measurement campaigns. The

target scenario was a gas station, an environment envisioned

in the context of UWB-based infostations. We have described

a scatterer detection method which is suitable for UWB

outdoor measurements deploying a virtual array covering long

distances.

The tracking capabilities of the method showed how the

delays of MPCs change within the impulse response as the

MS moves. The analysis of the cluster directional properties

showed that groups of scatterers have a preferred direction

of radiation and often the shape of their radiation pattern

approaches the one of a directional beam. This knowledge is

6The frequency domain expressions were used instead of the time domain
ones, since the measurements were also performed in the frequency domain.

7A complete definition of 𝐸𝑑(𝑠) and all of its components is given in detail
in [33].
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Fig. 10: Simulated and measured signal amplitudes behind shadow objects.
The upper sketches illustrate the simulated and measured geometries. The
incident wave is considered plane since in the measured scenario the BS
antenna was 14 m away from the pillar.

of valuable help for the development of more accurate, non-

purely statistical, channel models. The study of the shadow

effects on the UWB signal envelope revealed an increase of

the signal amplitude was often found when one of the antennas

was exactly behind a shadowing object; diffraction theory was

shown to give a good explanation to this effect.
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